Abstract: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a highly useful topic within an introductory Linear Algebra course, especially since it can be used to incorporate a number of applied projects. This method represents an essential application and extension of the Spectral Theorem and is commonly used within a variety of fields, including statistics, neuroscience, and image compression. We present a synopsis of PCA and include a number of examples that can be used within upper-level mathematics courses to engage undergraduate students while introducing them to one of the most widely-used applications of linear algebra.
a course in computational linear algebra, or a graduate linear algebra course (see [3, 5] for more information on the SVD). Of course, many universities do not offer these follow-on courses, and hence students are not exposed to PCA, even though it is such a widely-utilized tool. However, we note that PCA can be both understood and performed without knowledge of the SVD, using a topic that is usually included within a first-semester course, namely the Spectral Theorem. We will elaborate further on how this is accomplished later on. In addition, though PCA is sometimes included as an applied topic within linear algebra texts, most notably [6] and [13] , it is often overlooked as an important application within other sources. Even when discussed in these texts, it is often difficult to describe the utility or impact of the method because examples within textbooks are typically computed by hand, while real-world implementation is always performed using a computer.
To address these difficulties, we have created resources, both theoretical and computational, for instructional use within the classroom of a first course in linear algebra. These resources require a computer in the classroom, but will not require students to understand numerical aspects of linear algebra. We also provide the code that generates the data sets, numerics, and images used within our examples. Instructors who are comfortable with MATLAB can alter our code to make the presentation more interactive, while those with less computational interest or experience need not do so in order to generate all of the material we present. While we use MATLAB to perform computations, the principles and algorithms can be applied using other (perhaps open-source) software, such as Octave. For instructors without access to MATLAB, we also provide a number of programs on the first author's website:
http://inside.mines.edu/~pankavic/PCAcode/Octave.
that are similar to those in the appendix but written using Octave.
These computational tools arise from a first-semester Linear Algebra course conducted at the Colorado School of Mines, and have had a strong impact on the interest of non-majors and, subsequently, the increase in mathematics minors at our institution. Both authors have implemented portions of this material in their classrooms and have received positive feedback from students regarding their interest in PCA applications, especially concerning its use in image compression and statistics. In addition, the inclusion of PCA has benefitted the mathematical breadth and depth of our applied majors and increased their exposure to new and interesting applications of linear algebra. Hence, we believe the resources included herein can be used to introduce students to a variety of real-world applications of the subject without the need for a course in scientific computing.
We also mention that the implementation of these materials is fairly robust. Instead of a Linear Algebra course, they could be included within an introductory or second course in statistics for students who have already taken linear algebra, or within a scientific computing course, assuming students possess the necessary background. In general, this article provides a number of teaching resources and examples to engage students in learning about this essential application of linear algebra.
BACKGROUND
We begin by recalling a crucial theorem -one of the most important results in all of linear algebra -on which we base our discussion of PCA.
Before stating the result, we note that a stronger version of the theorem extends to a more general class of matrices over the complex numbers.
(1)
arising from the orthogonal diagonalization. Because the v k vectors are orthonormal, each associated matrix v k v T k is orthogonal, and thus A can be decomposed into a sum wherein each term is an eigenvalue multiplied by a rank one matrix generated by a unit vector. Hence, the eigenvalues alone determine the magnitude of each term in the sum, while the eigenvectors determine the directions. These eigenvectors are called principal components or principal directions and we will expand upon this further in the next section. We begin the discussion of the specifics of PCA with an introductory example.
Introductory Height & Weight Problem
Consider a study in which we want to determine whether or not the heights and weights of a group of individuals are correlated. That is, we want to know whether the known value of a person's height seems to dictate whether they tend to be heavier or lighter, and thus influences their weight. Assume we are given data for 30 specific people, displayed within Table 1 . For this example, our data set originates from a commonly available study [12] . In practice and for large enough class sizes, the data can be obtained in the classroom, directly from students. For instance, during the class period before implementation of this example, the instructor can collect anonymous information regarding student height and weight, compile and store this data, and integrate it into the project for the following class period. As an alternative, this problem could serve as a project for a group of students within the course, wherein the group collects the data, performs PCA using the code provided in the appendix, interprets the results, and presents their findings in a brief class seminar. For those with smaller class sizes or concerns regarding anonymity, data can be taken from our source [12] [12] .
Since the question of interest is whether the two measured variables, height and weight, seem to change together, the relevant quantity to consider is the covariance of the two characteristics within the data set.
This can be formed in the following way. First, the data is stored in X, a 2 × 30 matrix. Then, the entries are used to compute the mean in each row, which will be used to center or "mean-subtract" the data. Using x ij , the entries of the data matrix X, the associated 2 × 2 covariance matrix S is constructed with entries
21.72 188.96 .
Notice that this matrix is necessarily symmetric, so using the Spectral Theorem it can be orthogonally diagonalized. Upon computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of S, we find λ 1 = 191.46, λ 2 = 0.76, and
Here, v 1 and v 2 are the principal components of the covariance matrix S generated by the data matrix X, as previously described. Thus, we see from (1) that strongly correlated, and PCA has determined the direction with optimal correlation between the variables.
The principal component analysis for this example took a small set of data and identified a new orthonormal basis in which to re-express it.
In two dimensions the data are effectively rotated to lie along the line of best fit (Fig. 3) , with the second principal direction merely representing the associated unit orthogonal complement of the first. This mirrors the general aim of PCA: to obtain a new orthonormal basis that organizes the data optimally, in the sense that the variance contained within the vectors is maximized along successive principal component(s).
Summary of PCA
In short, PCA can be performed to compute an optimal, ordered orthonormal basis of a given set of vectors, or data set, in the following steps.
1. Gather n samples of m-dimensional data, i.e. vectors d 1 , ..., d n ∈ R m stored in the m × n matrix X with columns d 1 , ..., d n , so that x ij represents the i th entry of the j th sample vector, and compute
Build the corresponding mean-centered data matrix B with columns given by d j − µ so that the entries are
for every i = 1, ..., m and j = 1, ..., n.
3. Use B to compute the symmetric, m × m covariance matrix In the final sections, we will extend our introductory example while presenting additional applications in which PCA appears prominently and can be implemented within a classroom environment. For each of the subsequent examples, an instructor could integrate the content into handouts or group worksheets, assign group projects with brief presentations during class, or merely use the given materials to present the information in an interactive lecture format.
Application -Data Analysis
In the previous section, we developed a method for principal component analysis which determined a basis with maximal variance. Notice that the first component really encapsulated the majority of the information embedded within the data. Since the eigenvalues can be ordered, we might also be able to truncate the sum in (1) Suppose that in addition to computing the components, we were to truncate the new basis matrix, P , so that we keep only the first r columns with r < m. We would thus have a matrixP ∈ R m×r , and this would give rise to the r × n matrixỸ =P T X containing a truncation of the data represented by the first r principal components. From this we could also create the m × n matrixX =PP T X, which represents the projection of X onto the first r principal directions. This reduced representation of the data would then possess less information than X, but retain the most information when compared to any other matrix of the same rank. In fact, an error estimate is obtained from the Spectral Theorem -namely, the amount of information retained is given by the spectral ratio of the associated covariance matrix
Thus, in our first example, we can keep only the first component of each data point (a 1 × 30 matrix) rather than the full data set (2 × 30 matrix) and still retain 99% of the information contained within because the dimension of the data matrix using PCA. This has three effects -it orthogonalizes the basis vectors (so that they are uncorrelated), orders the resulting orthogonal components so that those with the largest variance appear first, and eliminates dimensions that contribute the least to the variation in the data set.
We now extend our introductory example to larger data sets with many other characteristics. for n = 329 cities, again using the code contained in the appendix. As a final observation, we note that due to the separation between eigenvalues of the covariance matrix (sometimes called the "spectral gap"), the majority of data points lie along the first principal component in Fig. 5(a) and within the plane generated by the first two principal components in Fig. 5(b) . This indicates that the majority of the variance within the data exists in these two directions, and hence one might safely eliminate the other dimensions, which contribute the least to the variation in the data set.
Application -Neuroscience
For another field in which PCA is quite useful, we turn to Neuroscience.
In electrophysiological recordings of neural activity, one electrode typically records the action potentials (or spikes) of several neurons. Before one can use the recorded spikes to study the coding of information in the brain, they must first be associated with the neuron(s) from which the signal arose. This is often accomplished by a procedure called spike sorting, which can be accomplished because the recorded spikes of each Let's consider a data matrix X of 9195 recorded spikes, sampled at 64 different points in time as in the previous figure so that X ∈ R 64×9195 .
For this example, we've used real human data that is freely-available online [8], but note that this data is not directly connected to the examples of action potentials in Fig. 6 . Using PCA we compute the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix to find that the first two (λ 1 = 2.9 × 10 4 and λ 2 = 4.7 × 10 3 ) account for 83% of the total information. Of course, additional components can be included to increase this percentage. A plot of the data projected along the first two principal components is given in Fig. 7 . We notice that two distinct clusters have formed within the data, and thus it appears that the spikes are formed from two differ- to these vectors are displayed in Fig. 8 and represent averaged activity from the two neurons. Hence, we see that PCA can be used both to determine the degree of correlation amongst certain characteristics and to identify clustering patterns within data. Additionally, it provides us with a lower-dimensional picture of high-dimensional data sets, and this is often very useful when attempting to visualize high-dimensional data.
With the action potentials determined, they can be associated to specific neurons and analyzed within neuroscience studies. . Of course, information (in this case, fine-grained detail of the image) is naturally lost in this process, but it is done so in an optimal manner, so as to maintain the most essential characteristics.
In this section we detail a specific example for the use of PCA to compress an image. Since the effects of keeping a lower dimensional projection of the image will be visually clear, this particular example is a great candidate for an interactive, in-class activity. More specifically, one can provide students with the code given in the appendix and ask them to determine the number of principal components r that they must preserve in order to visually identify the image. Additionally, since the variance in the projection of the original image onto the reduced basis is computed in the code, students could be asked to identify the value of r that is needed to capture a certain percentage of the total variance. For instance, Fig. 11 shows that r must be at least 60 in order to capture 99.78% of the image detail. Throughout the example we will work with a built-in test image -Albrecht Dürer's Melancolia displayed in Fig. 9 . MATLAB considers greyscale images like this as objects consisting of two portions -a matrix of pixels and a colormap. Our image is stored in a 648×509 pixel matrix, and thus contains 648 × 509 = 329, 832 total pixels. The colormap is a 648 × 3 matrix, which we will ignore for the current study. Each element of the pixel matrix contains a real number representing the intensity of grey scale for the corresponding pixel. MATLAB displays all of the pixels simultaneously with the correct intensity, and the greyscale image that we see is produced. The 648 × 509 matrix containing the pixel information is our data matrix, X. Because the most important information in the reduced matrixX, described in Section 3, is captured by the first few principal components this suggests a way to compress the image by using the lower-rank approximationX.
Computing the distribution of associated eigenvalues as in previous examples, we see the formation of a large spectral gap, as shown in Fig. 10 . Hence, the truncation of the sum of principal components iñ X should still contain a large amount of the total information of the original image X. In Fig. 11 , we've representedX for four choices of r (i.e., the number of principal components used), and the associated spectral ratio, σ 2 , retained by those reduced descriptions is also listed. Notice that the detail of the image improves as r is increased, and that a fairly suitable representation can be obtained with around 90 components rather than the full 648 vector description. Hence, PCA has again served the useful purpose of reducing the dimension of the original data set while preserving its most essential features.
CONCLUSION
The aim in writing this article is to generate and present clear, concise 
